In this study, we investigate the infinite-horizon linear quadratic control involving state-and control-dependent noise in weakly coupled large-scale systems. In contrast to the existing results, we allow the control and state weighting matrices in the cost function to be indefinite. After establishing an asymptotic structure for the solutions of the stochastic algebraic Riccati equation (SARE), a weak coupling parameter-independent control is provided. Moreover, by solving the reducedorder linear matrix inequality (LMI), we can easily obtain the proposed control without using any numerical algorithms. As a result, although the small positive weak coupling parameter that connects the other subsystems is very small or unknown, it is possible to compute the desired controller. Finally, the extension of the result of the study to the static output feedback control problem is discussed by considering the Lagrange multiplier method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The stability analysis, control, filtering, and differential games of large-scale interconnected systems that are parameterized by a small weak coupling parameter ε have been extensively investigated [8] . For example, the weakly coupled systems have been used to illustrate multi-area power systems [1] , [2] . Even though weakly coupled systems have been studied in engineering and mathematics for more than forty years, weakly coupled stochastic systems that are governed by Itô's differential equation are still an interesting and challenging research area, as demonstrated in several recent papers [11] , [12] , [13] .
Over the last decade, stochastic control problems governed by Itô's differential equation have attracted considerable research interest. Recently, the indefinite stochastic linear quadratic (LQ) control problem with state-and control-dependent noise has been investigated via linear matrix inequality (LMI) [3] . Although the results of [3] are very efficient and powerful in theory and the control is easy by solving the LMI for a normal system, the indefinite stochastic LQ control problem for a weakly coupled stochastic system, which is more complicated than a normal system, is still an issue to be considered.
In order to design the stochastic LQ control for the weakly coupled large-scale systems, the stochastic algebraic Riccati equation (SARE) that is parameterized by the positive and small coupling parameter ε should be solved. Various reliable March 2, 2010 DRAFT approaches for solving the SARE have been well documented in many literatures (see e.g., [3] , [7] , [9] , [11] , [12] ). If the small positive weak coupling parameter that connects the other subsystems is relatively small, these approaches are very useful. However, a limitation of these approaches is that the small parameter is assumed to be known. Thus, it is not applicable to a large class of problems where the parameters represent a small unknown perturbation whose value is not exactly known. Although Newton's method is still useful for solving the reduced-order solution of the parameterindependent SARE [11] , the convergence of the algorithm becomes very sensitive when the control weighting matrix in the cost function is indefinite.
In this paper, we study the stochastic LQ control problem with the state-and control-dependent noise of weakly coupled large-scale systems. Particularly, this study is challenged by a class of stochastic LQ control problems with sign indefinite state and control weighting matrices. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, the asymptotic structure of the SARE is established. Second, by using the asymptotic structure, a new near-optimal controller that does not depend on the values of the small parameter is obtained. Moreover, we claim that the near-optimal controller can be computed via the LMI approach. As a result, although the small positive weak coupling parameter that connects the other subsystems is very small or unknown, it is possible to compute the desired controller under the reduced-order computation. As another important feature, it is newly shown that the resulting controller achieves O(ε 2 ) approximation of the optimal cost. Furthermore, the static output feedback LQ control problem is solved by using the Lagrange multiplier method. A necessary condition is derived in the form of cross-coupled stochastic algebraic Riccati equations (CSARE).
Finally, in order to demonstrate the efficiency and validity of the algorithm, a numerical example is included.
Notation: The notations used in this paper are fairly standard. I n denotes an n × n identity matrix. block diag denotes a block diagonal matrix. || · || denotes the Euclidean norm of a matrix. E denotes the expectation. ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Consider stochastic linear time-invariant weakly coupled large-scale systems.
where
.. , N represents the i-th state vectors. u i (t) ∈ mi , i = 1, ... , N represents the i-th control inputs.
w(t) ∈ is a one-dimensional standard Wiener process defined in the filtered probability space [3] , [4] . Here, ε denotes a relatively small positive coupling parameter that relates the linear system with the other subsystems.
The cost function for each strategy subset is defined by
It should be noted that the weighting matrices Q ε and R 0 are assumed to be sign indefinite. Moreover, suppose that R 0 is an invertible matrix.
The stochastic LQ problem for weakly coupled large-scale systems is given below.
"Find a matrix K ε such that the control u(t) = K ε x(t) minimizes the cost function (2) along the trajectories of the system (1) corresponding to all admissible controls."
According to [3] , [16] (see also [17] chapter 5), the class of admissible controls consists of the stochastic processes; u = {u(t)} t≥0 adapted to the filtration generated by the Wiener process w(t), having the additional properties:
is the solution of (1) determined by the input u and starting from x 0 at t = 0.
By using the existing result [3] , an optimal feedback control will be as given in
Furthermore, the following result was proved [3] . The feedback gains K ε can be obtained by solving the following semidefinite programming (SDP). Moreover, P ε is a maximal solution of P * ε , which is the unique optimal solution.
subject to
March 2, 2010 DRAFT If the positive weak coupling parameter is sufficiently small, the Riccati direct method or LMI approach that is based on the SDP is very useful. However, a limitation of these approaches is that the small parameter ε is assumed to be known.
Thus, we propose the design method of the parameter-independent controller by means of the reduced-order computation.
Without loss of generality, the stochastic LQ control problem is investigated under the following basic assumptions [4] .
is stochastic stabilizable.
For precise definition, as well as necessary and sufficient conditions for stochastic stabilizability, we refer to [3] , [17] .
mi×ni is a stabilizing feedback gain for the subsystems (6), we set
On the basis of the fact that the exponential stability in the mean square is preserved under small perturbations of the coefficients of the system one deduces that there exists ε * such that the control u(t) =Kx(t) stabilizes the system (1) for any ε ∈ (0, ε * ]. Therefore, if Assumption 1 is fulfilled, then the system in (1) is stochastic stabilizable for ε > 0, which is sufficiently small.
A. Asymptotic Structure of SARE
Firstly, in order to obtain the controller, the asymptotic structure of SARE (4) is established. Since A ε , B ε , C ε and D ε include the term of the small parameter ε, the solution P ε of SARE (4) with the following structure is considered [11] , [12] , [13] .
By substituting the coefficient matrices and P iε into SARE (4), setting ε = 0, and partitioning SARE (4), the following reduced-order algebraic Riccati equations (AREs) are obtained, whereP ii , i = 1, ... , N is the zeroth-order solutions of SARE (4) as ε = 0.
In order to guarantee the existence of a stabilizing solution of SARE (4), the following conditions are assumed.
Assumption 2:
There exists a solutionP
and 
Moreover, since the weight matrices are sign indefinite, it is not expected that the stabilizing solution P ε of (4) and the stabilizing solutionP ii of (8) The asymptotic expansion of SARE (4) at ε = 0 is described by the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, there exists the small constant σ * such that for all ε ∈ (0, σ * ), SARE (4) admits a unique stabilizing solution P * ε , which verifies (5c). Moreover, this solution can be written as given in
Proof: This can be proved by applying the implicit function theorem on SARE (4). In order to do this, it is sufficient to show that the corresponding Jacobian is nonsingular at ε = 0. The Jacobian J is given by
For each i ∈ {1, ... , N }, the matrix ∇ i is invertible due to the fact thatP ii is the stabilizing solution of (8) . Thus, detJ = 0, i.e., J is non-singular for ε = 0. As a consequence of the implicit function theorem, this implies that there exists a unique continuous mapping P ε := G(ε) that possesses the Taylor series expansion at ε = 0; in other words,
. Thus, we have an equation in the form given in (10) . On the other hand, taking into
ii D ii > 0, then for a sufficiently small parameter ε, P ε will verify (5c). Thus, the proof is complete.
Remark 2:
In Lemma 1, the existence of a bound on σ * is only guaranteed. Since it is well-known that it is very hard to compute the exact bound of σ * [8] , this issue is still an open problem.
III. PARAMETER INDEPENDENT CONTROLLER
Since there exist many cases such that the parameters represent small unknown perturbations whose values are not exactly known, it is desirable to have the parameter-independent controller. Therefore, a parameter-independent stochastic LQ controller is considered. Using the result in (10), the approximate stochastic controller is given below.
In order to obtain the parameter-independent controller (12), we have to solve the reduced-order SARE (8) . Various reliable approaches for solving SARE have been well documented in many literatures (see e.g., [3] , [7] , [9] , [11] , [12] ). However, there are some difficulties with SARE (8) . First, R 0 has the sign indefinite and theR
ii involves the unknownP ii . Second, there is an additional strictly positive definiteness constraint. Thus, we try to examine the LMI design method. Let us consider the following reduced-order SDP.
March 2, 2010 DRAFT By using the existing result [3] , we obtain the following result. ii D ii > 0, which is the unique optimal solution to the above-mentioned SDP problem.
A. Degradation of Cost
The main result for the degradation of the value of the cost function (2) via the proposed approximate controller (12) is presented as follows.
Theorem 1: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the use of the approximate controller (12) results in (14) .
Proof: Let us consider Newton's method.
There exists a smallδ such that for all ε ∈ (0,δ), 0 <δ ≤δ, the iterative algorithm represented by equation (16) converges to a maximal solution P ε with a rate equal to that of quadratic convergence. In other words, the following condition is satisfied [11] .
On the other hand, setting n = 0 for Newton's method (16), we obtain
Subtracting (15d) from (18), V ε = X ε − P
(1) ε satisfies the following stochastic algebraic Lyapunov equation (SALE)
Under Assumption 1, since the above SALE (19) has the unique solution V ε = 0, the following equation holds by using the result given in (17) .
This is the desired result.
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B. Fixed Point Iteration
When the reduced-order SARE (8) or LMI (13b) is solved, it is well known that the norm of the matrices ||C ii || and ||D ii || for the practical plant are small [12] , [13] . Thus, using this feature, the fixed point algorithm for solving SARE (8) is established. By taking into account the fact that C ii = µC and D ii = µD, we consider SALE (21) in its general form.
whereR := R + µ 2 D T P D and R = R T is assumed to be sign indefinite and invertible.
It should be noted that if the parameter µ is sufficiently small, the fixed point algorithm is also useful in the sense that only the required workspace of ni×ni is required. Moreover, the solution can be obtained directly by using the are function in MATLAB.
By setting µ = 0 for the previous SARE (21), the following ordinary algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) holds.
whereP is the zeroth-order solutions of SARE (21).
The asymptotic structure of the solutions P = P (µ) is given.
Lemma 3:
There exists a smallμ > 0 such that for all µ ∈ (0,μ), SARE (21) permits a unique solution P in the neighbourhood of µ = 0, which can be written as given in
Proof: This can be done by applying an implicit function theorem to SARE (21). In order to do so, it is sufficient to show that the corresponding Jacobian is non-singular at µ = 0. Obtaining the partial derivative of the function H(µ, P ), with respect to P , and setting µ = 0 yields (24).
Obviously, A − BR −1 B TP is nonsingular because the ARE (22) has stabilizing solutions under stabilizable and detectable conditions. Thus, the corresponding Jacobian is non-singular at µ = 0. The conclusion of Lemma 3 is obtained directly by using the implicit function theorem.
In order to obtain solutions for SARE (21), the following algorithm that is based on the fixed point algorithm is considered.
Theorem 2: Let us assume that the conditions of Lemma 1 hold. Then, there exists a small σ * such that for all µ ∈ (0, σ * ), the fixed point algorithm (25) converges to the exact solution of P * at a linear convergence rate. In other words, the following relations are satisfied.
March 2, 2010 DRAFT Proof: The proof of Theorem 2 can be obtained by mathematical induction. It is easy to verify that the first order approximation P corresponding to the small parameter µ isP . It follows from this equation that
When i = h, h ≥ 1, it is assumed that
Subtracting (21) from (25) and setting i = h, the following equation holds under the above assumption.
Therefore, under the stabilizable and detectable conditions, the following relations hold.
Consequently, the error equations (26) hold for all i ∈ N. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
C. Numerical Algorithms for Solving Reduced-order SARE (6)
For computing the maximal and stabilizing solution of (8) in the case of weight matrices with sign indefinite, we propose two iterative procedures.
1) An Algorithm on Basis of Stochastic Lyapunov Iterations:
Step 1. Choose K 0 ii as a stabilizing feedback gain for the subsystems in (6) . This can be obtained by
ii , where for each i, the pair (X ii , W ii ) is a solution of the following LMI: 
ii as a solution of the following LMI
Step k, k ≥ 2.Construct P
ii from
March 2, 2010 DRAFT It can be seen (see for example [14] ) that under Assumptions 1 and 2, the sequence {P
ii } k≥1 is convergent and its limit is the maximal and stabilizing solution of (7), which verifies
2) An Algorithm on Basis of Standard Lyapunov Iterations:
Step 1. The same as in the previous algorithm.
In [15] , one shows that under Assumptions 1 and 2, P
ii converges toP ii when k → ∞.
Remark 3:
The Newton-type algorithm is converges faster than the one based on Lyapunov iterations. However, it requires the solution of a more complicated linear equation as given in (34a). The algorithm based on Lyapunov iterations requires solutions of standard Lyapunov equations for each k ≥ 2.
IV. EXTENSION TO STATIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK
The static output feedback problem is one of the most important problems. The implementation of LQ control using the static output feedback was investigated by several researchers [10] , [12] . Despite the reliable result obtained in [10] , there still remains an important problem that should be solved analytically-the static output feedback case; this case has not been investigated. Moreover, in [12] , the control-dependent noise has not been considered. Another difficulty that is faced when solving the LQ control using the static output feedback is the nonconvexity of the solution set. In order to obtain a feasible solution set, the Lagrange multiplier method is considered for the optimization of the cost.
In this section, the control u(t) is restricted to the static output feedback.
and y i (t) ∈ ri , i = 1, ... , N represents the i-th output.
Using the static output feedback control of (35) and the assumption that
, it is immediately determined that the closed-loop stochastic system is exponentially mean square stable (EMSS) [4] ; further, the integral portion of J(u, x(0)) satisfies the relation in
if there exists a unique solution for the following stochastic algebraic Lyapunov equality (SALE) of X ε .
The solution of SALE (37) is assumed to have the following structure [11] .
Substituting these matrices into SALE (37), setting ε = 0, and partitioning SALE (37), the following reduced-order in SALE (39) is obtained, whereX ii andF ii , i = 1, ... , N are the zeroth-order solutions of SALE (37).
In order to develop the necessary conditions for this problem,F ii , i = 1, ... , N must be restricted to the following set
there exists a unique symmetric matrix X ii that satisfies SALE (39).}
The asymptotic expansion of SALE (37) for ε = 0 is described by the following lemma.
Lemma 4:
Let us suppose thatF ii ∈ F i . There exists a small constant σ * 1 such that for all ε ∈ (0, σ * 1 ), SALE (37) admits a unique solution X * ε that can be expressed as given in
Proof: This can be proved by applying the implicit function theorem to SALE (37). In order to do so, it is sufficient to show that the corresponding Jacobian is nonsingular at ε = 0. It should be noted thatF ii ∈ F i if and only if
ii is non-singular. Since the abovementioned relation is similar to that mentioned in [11] , it is omitted.
The necessary conditions for the optimality will be obtained.
Theorem 3:
Let us assume that F ii ∈ F i solves the static output feedback control problem. Then, it is necessary that there exist symmetric solutions X ε and S ε that satisfy SALE (41a) and SALE (41b), respectively; F iε is obtained using (41c).
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Proof: The result can be proved by using the Lagrange multiplier method. First, the closed-loop cost with the static 
where S ε is a symmetric matrix of Lagrange multipliers.
Using the Lagrange multiplier method, the necessary conditions for F iε to be optimal can be determined by setting ∂L/X ε and ∂L/F iε to zero and solving the resulting equations given in (41c) simultaneously for F iε .
It should be noted that Theorem 3 only provides the necessary conditions for a controller to be optimal.
If E ε S ε E T ε is nonsingular, then (41c) may be solved for F iε to obtain
In the remaining part of this section, we shall discuss the asymptotic structure of S ε and F ε .
Lemma 5:
IfF ii ∈ F i , there exists a small constant σ * 2 such that for all ε ∈ (0, σ * 2 ), SALEs (41a) and (41b), and the linear equation (41c) admit the positive definite solution S * ε and feedback gain F * ε that can be expressed as
Without loss of generality, as an additional technical assumption, we suppose that F ii is confined to the following set.
whereS ii satisfies (45a). }. The positive definiteness condition holds, for example, whenS ii is positive definite, and when C ii has a full row rank.
In this case,F ii can be written as given in
Let us consider the following new iterative algorithm.
where whereÂ
ii D ii , n = 0, 1, ... and α ∈ (0, 1] is chosen so as to ensure the minimum is not overshot, that is,
ii , i = 1, ... , N is chosen as the initial condition such that the reduced-order closed-loop system dx ii , n = 0, 1, ... in (47c) converges to a stationary point in F i . Before proving the theorem, we define the following set.
Proof: From (45b), the gradient of the Lagrangian with respect toF ii is given by L :
. , N and L = 0. The continuity of the gradient implies that for each iteration, there exists some α * that is sufficiently small such that (47c) is satisfied for 0 < α ≤ α * . Under these conditions, the sequence
is convergent because it is monotonic and bounded. Finally, the continuity of J implies that the sequence F (n)
ii , n = 0, 1, ... is also convergent. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a numerical example is provided. The system matrices are given as follows. 
) .
A. State Feedback Case
Referring to the design procedure on the basis of SDP (13), the parameter-independent control (15d) is given in Now, setting ε = 0.1, the optimal feedback control (3) u * (t) := K lmi x(t) is given at the top of the previous page. It should be noted that the optimal one can be computed via the fixed point algorithm (25).
We evaluate the costs using the near-optimal controller (48 It is easy to verify that J app = J opt + O(ε 2 ) because of φ < ∞. Thus, formula (14) has been verified.
B. Static Output Feedback Case
The small parameter is chosen as ε = 0.001. It should be noted that we cannot apply the technique proposed in [3] to this system since the static output feedback case is considered. By using the proposed algorithm (47), an exact solution of SALE (41) and the parameter independent static output feedback gains (46) are given below. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the indefinite linear quadratic control involving state-and control-dependent noise in weakly coupled large-scale stochastic systems has been investigated. Since the sign indefinite of the control and state weighting matrices in the cost function is allowed, we can apply the proposed method to solve a wider class of problems as compared with the existing methods. Moreover, by solving the reduced-order LMI, the proposed controller can be obtained without using any numerical algorithms. As a result, although the positive weak coupling parameter is very small or unknown, it is possible to design the controller effectively. As another important implication, the static output feedback case has also been investigated. Finally, the numerical example demonstrates the reliability of the proposed method.
